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GENEALOGY STORIES

Researching your ancestors
by Alan Russell – 21 Mar 2022
(Alan@therussellhome.us)

I like to study the intersection of:
• Genealogy (“Who”)
• Geography (“Where”)
• History (“When”)

• Who + Where + When = Genealogy Story
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OUTLINE

• Doing Genealogical Research
• Brief History of New England and 

Mid-Atlantic Colonies
• Miscellaneous Findings
• Let’s Get Personal – A case study
• Questions

DOING GENEALOGICAL 
RESEARCH

Sources and Pitfalls
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Recent Generation Research

• Personal Knowledge
• Obituaries
• Newspaper articles
• Phone directories

• Ancestry.com hides details about living individuals in 
family trees (but not in scanned records)

• Census data not available after 1940

Prior Generation Research

• Census data (see next slides)
• Not available until 72 years after collected!
• Everyone waiting for 1950 census results later in 2022!
• Prior to 1850 only contained name of head-of-

household and tic marks by gender and age ranges
• Obituaries
• Research by others (be careful!)
• Birth/Marriage/Death certificates
• Immigration records
• Newspaper archives
• Military records
• Family stories (be careful!)
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Census Records (and problems!)

• Based on ORAL interview (cannot assume literacy)
• Census taker asks structured questions
• Interviewee interprets what they heard
• Mentally retrieves answer that they think is correct
• Gives oral response
• Census taker writes down what they believe they heard 

(cannot ask person to spell the name!)
• Mistakes can happen at each step!

• Because it takes time to get to everyone, life intervenes –
people move, people aren’t home, etc.

Census (cont.)

• Life events that intervene
• Adoptions that may not be officially recorded
• People get married and their name changes (finding maiden 

names is a continuing problem!)
• Unrecorded births/deaths, illegitimate births

• Other issues
• Census taker makes assumptions that may or may not be true
• Nicknames/middle names
• World changes
• Interpreting hand-written records
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Silas Russell
Great*3 grandfather of 
Alan Russell

1870 Census

1850 Census

?? 
Merchant
Great-great grandfather 
of Alan Russell

1870 Census

1880 Census

1900 Census
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Ellen Lois Rogers
Great-great grandmother of 
Alan Russell

1851 Birth 
Register

1860 Census 
Record

1850 
Census

David Davies
Grandfather of a friend from church

1930 Census Record – Allentown PA

1911 Arrival Record
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1870 Census

October 1862 Ship’s Register

1880 Census

1900 Census

Kowalski Family

Albert Noah Miller
Great-grandfather of someone from our 
church

Obituary from Reading Eagle (1924)

“Left an orphan at an early age, he was 
adopted and reared by the late Dr. A. P. 
Fetherolf … father of Dr. Fred A. 
Fetherolf.”
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1870 Census

1860 Census

Death Certificate

Albert was born in December 1856. His mother, Elizabeth, died in October 1857 
when Albert was only 10 months old. His father, David, died in January 1859 at 
which time Albert, being a 2-year old orphan, was taken in and raised by his 
grandparents. When his grandfather died in 1868, his uncle Abraham, who had 
married a few years earlier, took Albert, then 11 years old, in and continued 
raising him.
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Albert Noah Miller

“Left an orphan at an early age, he was 
adopted and reared by the late Dr. A. P. 
Fetherolf … father of Dr. Fred A. 
Fetherolf.”

That little “,” in the first line is all about 
the missing NINE years in his life story. He 
was orphaned at age 2, but was not 
adopted (by his uncle) until age 11.

Learnings
• Check your facts!
• Cross-check multiple sources
• Concentrate on the big picture (the STORY)
• Have fun!
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HISTORY OF COLONIAL 
AMERICA

Colonial New England, etc.
1620 – Pilgrims
1625 – Dutch settle Hudson Valley
1630-1640 – Mass Bay Colony (20K)
1636 – Roger Williams – Providence
1636 – Thomas Hooker – Hartford
1638 – Swedes settle New Sweden
1638 – John Davenport – New Haven
1662 – English take over NY
1662 – CT charter extends to west coast
1666 – Abraham Pierson – New Ark, NJ
1681 – William Penn (Quakers)
1727-1775 – Germans to PA (65K)
1769-1784 – Pennamite Wars
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MISCELLANEOUS 
FINDINGS

Connections
• 1,000 of 20,000 Great Migration individuals are my direct ancestors
• 95% of people in my church (Emmaus Bible Fellowship) are related to 

others in the church via common ancestors or marriage in one 
gigantic web – most being part of the German migration to PA in 
1700s
• That includes one instance of marriage between first cousins!
• 2/3 of them are related to me – even though I have ZERO German 

blood
• 1/3 of my 160 high school classmates (Wolcott, CT) are my cousins
• If you can find King John I of England in your family tree (which I can), 

then you are related to EVERY US President
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Connections (cont.)
• Since people historically married in early 20’s (on average), and had 

children between age 25-35, there are about 3-4 generations every 
hundred years
• Example - If you were born around 1950 and those in the Great 

Migration were born around 1600, that’s 350 years or about 11 
generations

• So if you and someone else were both descended from one of 
those individuals, then you would be roughly 10th cousins

A Word on Cousin-ness
1. Find the common ancestor between two individuals
2. Describe the relationship by counting the number of “G”s, e.g. 

Great-Grandfather = 2
3. The difference between the two counts is the “removed”, i.e. 

the number you have to chop off one leg to balance the tree
4. The number of “G”s left on each side (i.e. the smaller of the two 

original numbers) is the degree of cousin-ness

Example, my great-great-great-great-grandfather (or abbreviated 
as great*4-grandfather) is the same person as your great*7 
grandfather. Counts are 5 and 8. 8-5=3. So you are my 5th cousin, 3 
times removed.


